
Taste maker 
The blinds are pulled down. Door hermetically closed. Send your kitchen on vacation. 
While mumbling in my mouth, I move on.   

Well, my knowledge of Portuguese. Simply undeveloped, so I often miss the point.  

Insight 

Bad luck, that my eyes are thwarted. No insight into the interior of this buffet restaurant.  
Kilograma, with an almost five-star rating on Tripadvisor. A very good chance.  

That it cuts no ice. It may be so. However sounding plausible. My self-made translation of 
the slogan.  Which the shop window presents to us. Right, wrong, beautiful, ugly.   

Tasty or tasteless. Really subjective concepts. After all, you like something good or 
delicious. Whatever is hip, fits your mood or good appetite. It betrays your personal 
preference.   

 



Genuine 

What you once thought ugly might come later nice, or vice versa. A preference for 
something is constantly changing. Everyone has their own taste sensation. Related to 
habits that people grew up with.  

Just looking at Grandpa Dick. Purist and lateral thinker. Averse to conformism. With 
absolute disregard of patronizing standards and conventions. Unjustified requirements are 
always conflicting with his attitude to life. 

Never concerned about what ‘people’ think of him. You can see what someone likes 
quickly enough. Let's watch the interior design. Of involuntarily which person. From 
furniture, curtains and ranges of colors. 

Compelling  

Often, quite a time-bound. Usually, depending on fashion whims. Sometimes you come 
across the same colors, furniture, bathrooms and food trends. No matter if it is to 
Grandpa Dick. 
 



He lives his Portuguese life as original as possible. Even natural as the Alentejo. The 
landscape that always lingers in the back of my mind. Never (too) long ago since I visited 
this region. 

Unexpected comes up the yearn. Almost like a migraine. Just chewing gum that sticks to 
your shoe sole. By the way, a personal touch is not wrong. To show what you fall for. 

Exploring  

Kilograma, exactly as it goes there.  Like I was told.  You grab a plate and walk past all the 
prepared goodies.  Presented in a buffet arrangement.  Load your plate as full as you 
want.  You must pay for the weight. 

From what's on your plate.  A simple and effective formula.  Popular with gourmets who 
can handle a hearty meal.  All very tasty prepared even.  If I may believe the reviews. 

Stubborn and driven like he is.  With a rock-solid believe in own ability. Conviced the 
Alentejo requires no bumps. In the course of the nations. I needed urgently going back 
there again.  



Catastrophic 

The same ride as ever. Along the same route. But in another universe it seemed to me. 
On the way between memory and oblivion. There is no sharp line in the middle. Vaguly 
passing one into another. 

Like a sloppy page. Cycling is his passion. On his own around the reservoir. That crossing 
can be made right, he thought. So not in the quicksand. With a bike in all. He barely 
scrambled out. 

Thanks to the hold on the bicycle.  Bad luck because the cell phone gets no signal at all. 
So walking back for hours to civilization. Muddy, thirsty and jaded.  

Calling Grandma Rita. At a village pub. Not the best day of your life, Grandpa Dick. Such 
a nightmare adventure. Back again later.  To withdraw the remaining bicycle out of the 
gripping mud. 

Unshaken 

Your final hour had almost beaten. In the sucking swallow. Of a river bed left alone by 
God and all men. He has been sticking to it for quite some time.  That advice on the 
window of Kilograma.   
 



To use the midday meal outdoors.  As a regular customer. Of the village restaurant 
opposite his house.  Following the Portuguese custom. A new outdoor kitchen has been 
installed.  Now the question whether it will ever be used. To cook for yourself, nicely.  

Who knows ... After all, nothing is more changeable than a person. On the sunny terrace 
of Caffé Creme I find him. The passionate cyclist, broad-smiling. His face marked by 
wrinkles of a lifelong grinning.  

Shrugging and supercooled, he tells me about it. Nothing to get him off his game. 
Grandpa Dick, bon vivant and an excellent cook, I suddenly realize. Truly a taste maker. 


